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< br / > ; puma recently released with renowned fashion brands, Alexander McQueen's regional MCQ by Alexander McQueen work
together to create the autumn and winter branded shoes, the impact of the wave movement and the fashion trend of what will bring
you fans of shoes, what a pleasant surprise, you may wish to take the lead in appreciation. Blaze Disc and Disc Lace series of the
figure, the other shoe models are eye-catching appearance of winning the eye, fabric and color is quite outstanding, the entire series
highlights the charm of cross-border cooperation, which also bring out different visual effects, I believe will attract more fashion
trends. It is reported that the series will soon visit retail outlets, like friends, please pay close attention to. (Editor: YOYO)
[Chinese shoes Network - shoe stock] May 8, Germany's DAX index fell 1.9 percent to close at 6444.74 points. Greek political
impasse, succeeding Conservative cabinet reorganization carried Greek left-wing parties believe that Greece's fiscal austerity
program is no longer valid, but said that if winning the election would push the bank nationalization. Eurozone political uncertainty
growing investor fears weighed on European stock markets fell rise, Germany's DAX index fell 1.9 percent. 
In addition, the EU leaders decided on May 23 to hold a special summit to discuss how to continue to adhere to stimulate economic
growth in the EU under the premise of fiscal austerity. 
disk, the Adidas sporting goods group, Infineon Technologies Group and the bus manufacturer MAN Group shares fell 3.98%, 3.95%
and 3.91%, DAX Losers breakdown of the top three. Adidas Group positive earnings, but investors take advantage of the good news
of profit-taking led to its share price. German DZ Bank analyst maintain Adidas stock a "buy" rating, while its price target raised to 68
euros 65 euros. 
dialysis equipment manufacturer FMC Group and its namesake parent company Fresenius shares rose 0.77% and 0.72%,
respectively, which are listed DAX rose championship standings. Deutsche Bank analyst north Fresenius Group maintain a "buy"
rating and price target of 92 euros. Nomura International analyst Japan will Fresenius stock rated "neutral", target price of 84 euros. 
Deutsche Telekom Group shares rose 0.61 percent, ranking third in the DAX rose chart. French bank Societe Generale analyst
upgraded the stock rated as a "buy." (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] November 3, 2012, in Hangzhou. The world's leading sports brand Adidas building in
Hangzhou launched in 2012 Adidas Outdoor Terrex brisk fearless outdoor campaign. Meanwhile Hangzhou Tower Adidas outdoor
specialty stores also officially open for business, provided including Terrex, including a series of high-quality outdoor products Adidas
Hangzhou outdoor enthusiasts. In the ensuing month, Adidas will continue to provide consumers with four cities across the country to
bring Terrex products advocated by the "brisk fearless" outdoor experience. 

Mr. Gao Jiali (Mr. Colin Currie), general manager of Greater China director of Adidas Group, said: "We are very excited to be able to
carry out Adidas sports market in China the core area of" 2012 brisk Fearless "We believe the Chinese sports outdoor expansion.
Events will bring greatly promote our "2015 strategy", the primary strategy of our development in the Chinese market is to create and
enhance the Adidas brand, Adidas brand infinitely close to the consumer. Adidas has been committed for outdoor athletes from
around the world and enthusiasts to provide top-notch products and equipment, helping them to challenge the outdoor extreme
sports, experience the "whole-heartedly," the spirit of the movement, and constantly challenge, beyond themselves. "

2013, Adidas outdoor store will be stationed in Shenyang, Changchun, Hangzhou and Xi'an and other cities, and in Shuangyashan,
Changchun, Harbin, Shijiazhuang, Tianjin, Wuxi and other cities roadshows, so local consumers live experience Adidas Terrex's
"brisk fearless." (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
; ; ; August 5, the world's second-largest sporting goods maker Adidas (DE: 500340) second-quarter earnings rose 12% over last
year. Meanwhile, the Euro 2008 football tournament to promote sports shoes sales surge, and helped the company digest the
negative impact of rising cost of sales, the company also raised its full-year profit forecast. 

; ; ; The company announced second-quarter earnings rose from 104 million euros a year earlier to 116 million euros (about 181
million US dollars). 

; ; ; This size only to Nike (Nike) (NKE) sporting goods company reported second-quarter sales increased 5% year over year, to 2.52
billion euros. Dollar completely offset the Taylor Made-Adidas Golf and Reebok brand sales growth. 

; ; ; Wall Street analysts had expected the company's second-quarter profit 112 million euros on sales of 2.55 billion euros. 

; ; ; reason for the company's earnings to the rapid growth is improved product design, and the integration of Reebok into the
company after the sharp decline in costs. 

; ; ; CEO Herbert - Hainer (Herbert Hainer) said that, in view of poor macroeconomic environment, the company's second-quarter
performance was "very good." 

; ; ; impact of bad economic environment is also reflected in the company's orders. 



; ; ; Adidas brand product orders in the second quarter rose by only 1%, while the first quarter growth of 5%. 

; ; ; Reebok orders were down 21%. Currently, the company is still trying to help the US athletic footwear sector to achieve recovery.
< p > yesterday integrity is the London Olympic Games will countdown to the opening ceremony of the 100 days of the day, and in
order to cope with the event in the sports sector this year, air jordan also yesterday released non GS version of (GS version again
before has been listed) Olympic theme air jordan vi. And this white and blue color of the shoes compared to the previous Beijing
Olympic Games in terms of color, looks like a monotonous, but careful taste will be found that the white blue color also has its own
commemorative significance. 

first of all the deep blue lines used in this shoe, careful observation will find that this is consistent with the blue of the British National
flag. And the white part of the red LOGO and again to verify the fact that the shoes like the color of the British flag. But whether it is the
British color or Olympic color, the shoes will also be a very meaningful series. So the friends who like to pay attention to our follow-up
report on the sale of information. 
Source: 

< p > well-known sports brand Adidas to several classic shoes, I think running shoes of Micropacer you will never forget, this pair was
born in 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games classic, with its superior recording function, in the minds of absolute left deep impression.
Micropacer's 30 year old birthday, Adidas is about to launch Originals Micropacer OG Adidas thirty anniversary of the color
matching. The whole body of the shoe is made of silver leather, the classic blue three bar, with red and black dot. The concern of the
tongue position is also equipped with a LCD screen pedometer iconic, classic location. August 16th sale date you must not miss. 

/>
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Domestic News Rong investment work again flowed, March 25, the People's Government of Guangxi
Rong Xing-Peng Footwear officially signed an investment agreement, marking Peng Xing Footwear Phase II work has entered a new
development stage. 
Guangxi Peng Xing footwear industry is a world famous Taiwanese footwear company Stella Group invested in high-grade leather
shoes manufacturing enterprises Rong, officially put into operation by the end of 2011, all products exported to Europe and America.
2013, Peng Xing footwear industry output value, taxes are high. By the end of 2013, Taiwan's Stella Group and the world's footwear
brand "Nike" reached a basic framework for cooperation, and to submit Rong Xing Peng Footwear two investment plans, prepared
to invest in the construction of a new plant specifically for the "Nike" supporting the production of men, Female shoes soles, and then
use already in operation Peng Xing footwear production base "Nike" the whole shoe. 
During the Spring Festival this year, Rong investment work headquarters members of division of labor, with "white with black" and the
"five plus two" work momentum, in the shortest time to complete the project study, project feasibility studies, project negotiations and
other work. Currently, Peng Xing Footwear II project has entered the stage of land acquisition. It is reported that Peng Xing Footwear
two projects total investment of about $ 25 million, covering 60 acres, with an annual "Nike" brand soles 7,000,000 pairs, the annual
output value of 70 million yuan or more. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media
Partners: shoe)
Nike Flyknit Racer 2014 summer new color preview 2014-05-06 22:51:25
Nike Flyknit Racer Recently popular model for the upcoming summer 2014 introduced two new color, which contains a nice light gray
version before exposure there is a new release of the dark gray version. Currently these two new colors have been in the United
States official online Nike Store racks, and believe it will also be listed in the domestic shops. 
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You have to admit that fragment design magic, Nike from the second half of last year to cooperate, to keep its popular model as a
blueprint for their new youthful glow! To the success of last year Roshe LD-1000 is the best example! Today the network exposed one
pair of non-joint version of the shoes, the whole body red shoes with blue and white details Swoosh constitution, the overall simple
and stylish atmosphere filling. Write the current official release of the shoes available information, like a friend may wish to focus our
follow-up report it.

Nike Air Foamposite Pro "Asteroid" Mito Appreciation 2014-02-24 20:58:20
The exposure for a long time ; Nike Air Foamposite Pro "Asteroid" It is reported that December 20 will be officially on sale, shoes
inspired by planet collision, using the yellow, red and purple gradient design presentation, and In the shoe body into the embossing
pattern of planetary debris feel quite special. In the eve of the sale, but also for small series bring you this fine group of asteroids
bubble real shot, you may wish to once again admire.
; April 11, NBA and sports goods giant Adidas has signed a 11-year cooperation agreement, the next 11 years, Adidas will become
the official NBA uniform equipment suppliers.

; The total value of Adidas With more than 400 million US dollars contract to replace the many years of cooperation with the NBA
Reebok. Beginning in 2002, Adidas to become the NBA's business development partner. And since 2001, the United States well-
known sports brand Reebok has provided official uniforms and products to NBA jerseys and so on. To the world sports giant Nike
brand to compete, the price Adidas $ 3.8 billion acquisition of Reebok, the deal also reflects the Adidas has been trying to catch up
with the world's largest sporting goods suppliers NIKE's great determination. NBA commissioner David - Stern prove precisely
because previous partnership with Reebok, which makes this new partnership has become a foregone conclusion.

; After the two sides announced a partnership, headquartered in Frankfurt, Adidas company's stock price will rise more than 2.9%.
This means Adidas shares will be at least $ 208. In addition, Reebok will continue to be partners NBA overseas markets; and future
NBA produced sneakers, Reebok will be printed with the mark. "Associated Press" represents Adidas and the NBA together, is a
win-win cooperation, which will Nike constitutes a very big threat.

; In the NBA, in addition to Yao Ming, Reebok company signed another star is one of the most resounding Allen - Allen Iverson,
Adidas is the name of a more star-studded, there including Kevin - Kevin Garnett, Tracy - Tracy McGrady, Tim - Tim Duncan,
Chauncey - Billups, Gilbert - Gilbert Arenas and the like.
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